
Filkon Factory

Ukraine, Kyiv



 “Filkon Factory” is a full-cycle private 
enterprise which specializes in the 
manufacture of filter fabrics and finished 
sewn products from such fabrics.

 The factory has production equipment 
in the textile unit and cutting-sewing unit 
located in its own premises with the 
area of over 3000 square meters. 

 Currently, the factory is mostly sewing 
filter products to equip the primary 
filtering equipment of mining enterprises 
and food factories. The factory’s 
production capacity allows 
manufacturing more than 1,200,000 
meters of filter cloth and more than 
600,000 finished filter sewn products per 
year.



• The factory manufactures over 50 types of 
filter multifilament, monofilament and 
combined fabrics. Since 2007, the 
factory’s technical specialists and 
managers have been working on the 
concept of developing and 
implementing filter fabrics of 
innovative generation. 

 The main differences of such fabrics are: 
the single “working” side, increased 
flexibility and resilience of multifilament 
heat-shrinkable filter fabrics. Today, we 
manufacture over 20 types of such filter 
fabrics with specifically designed physical 
and mechanical characteristics. All the 
said fabrics stand out for their enhanced 
performance and improved specifications.



 The factory has implemented and uses a quality control 
system complying with ISO 9001. The factory’s laboratory 
daily monitors the quality of purchased threads and finished 
products in accordance with DSTU (National Standards of 
Ukraine) and registered specifications



 The recognition of the “Filkon Factory” products quality is 
proved by the fact that our factory is a partner and ensures 
the production processes of more than 100 enterprises in 
Ukraine, Bulgaria, Kazakhstan, Georgia, Moldova, Uzbekistan 
and Turkmenistan. Among the partners of “Filkon Factory” are 
such well-known manufacturers as ArcelorMittal, Metinvest, 
Ferrexpo, Südzucker, Astarta-Kyiv, Pfeifer & Langen.



Production list
 Filter cloth for pulp and concentrate dewatering



Production list
 Filter cloth for using in sugar plants



Thank you for attention!
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